Version of header parameters (float)
Manufacturer's name (string)
Scanner model number (integer)
Acquisition scanner modality (integer)
Scanner modality configuration number (integer)
Institution identification (string)
Study type/description (string)
Data filename, possibly including path (string)
Data file type (integer)
Acquisition mode (integer)
Number of frames in data file (integer)
Number of time frames in data file (integer)
Bed control (integer)
Bed motion (integer)
Number of bed positions in data file (integer)
Horizontal bed calibration, in microns (float)
Vertical bed calibration, in microns (float)
Transaxial projection bin size, in cm (float)
Axial plane size, in cm (float)
Number of detector panels ("rings/CT" are "1") (integer)
Data type (integer)
Number of dimensions in data set (integer)
Size of X dimension in data set (integer)
Size of Y dimension in data set (integer)
Size of Z dimension in data set (integer)
Acquisition user ID (string)
Histogram user ID (string)
Reconstruction user ID (string)
Scatter correction user ID (string)
Acquisition notes (string)
Scan start date and time (string)
Scan start date and time - GMT-based (string)
X origin of volume, in voxels (integer)
Y origin of volume, in voxels (integer)
Z origin of volume, in voxels (integer)
Registration data available (integer)
 Transformation matrix filename, possibly including path (string)
Spatial identification for registration (string)
Normalization applied to data set (integer)
Normalization filename, possibly including path (string)
Reconstruction type (integer)
Version of reconstruction program used (float)
X filter and/or apodizing windows type (integer)
and cutoff (float)
Y apodizing filter type (integer) and cutoff (float)
Z apodizing filter type (integer) and cutoff (float)
X offset, in cm, applied to data set (float)
Y offset, in cm, applied to data set (float)
Zoom applied to data set (float)
Reconstructed pixel size, in cm (float)
Reconstructed pixel size in X, in mm (float)
Reconstructed pixel size in Y, in mm (float)
Reconstructed pixel size in Z, in mm (float)
Investigator identification (string)
Operator identification (string)
Study identification (string)
Injected compound (string)
Subject identifier (string)
Subject genus (string)
Subject orientation (integer)
Length units (integer)
Subject weight (float)
Weight units (integer)
Subject weight (float)
Subject phenotype (string)
Study model (string)
Subject anesthesia (string)
Subject analgesia (string)
Other drugs (string)
Food access (string)
Water access (string)
Subject date of birth (string)
Subject age (string)
Subject sex (string)
Subject scan region (string)
Other drugs (string)
Food access (string)
Water access (string)
Subject date of birth (string)
Subject age (string)
Subject sex (string)
Subject scan region (string)
Original acquisition filename, DOES NOT INCLUDE path (string)
Transaxial crystal pitch, in cm (float)
Axial crystal pitch, in cm (float)
Crystal thickness, in cm (float)
Depth of interaction, in cm (float)
Isotope description (string)
Isotope half-life, in secs (float)
Isotope branching fraction (float)
Deadtime correction applied to data set (integer)
Decay correction applied to data set (integer)
Attenuation applied to data set (integer)
Attenuation correction filename, possibly including path (string)
Scatter correction applied to data set (integer)
Calibration units (integer)
Calibration factor (float)
Calibration source branching fraction (float)
Dose units (integer)
Injected dose (float)
Injection date and time (string)
Injection decay correction factor (float)
Pre- and residual activity units (integer)
Activity before injection (float)
Activity before injection measurement date and time (string)
Residual activity (float)
Residual activity measurement date and time (string)
Transaxial crystals per block (integer)
Axial crystals per block (integer)
Crystal offset for intrinsic rotation (integer)
Number of transaxial blocks (integer)
Number of axial blocks (integer)
Ring radius to crystal face, in cm (float)
Radial field-of-view, in cm (float)
Source radius, in cm (float)
Source axial cm per revolution, in cm (float)
Source encoder steps per revolution (integer)
Default number of projections (integer)
Default number of transaxial angles (integer)
Lower level energy threshold, in KeV (float)
Upper level energy threshold, in KeV (float)
Coincidence timing window, in nsecs (int or float)
Span of data set (integer)
Maximum ring difference of data set (integer)
Size of W dimension in data set (integer)
Version of histogram program used (float)
Rebinning type (integer)
Version of rebinning program used (float)
Source type (integer)
Data order (integer)
OSEM2D method (integer)
Number of osem2d subsets (integer)
Number of osem2d iterations (integer)
Number of EM iterations after osem2d iterations (integer)
Epsilon and power values for map regularization (float integer)
Large object osem2d x_offset in cm (float)
Large object osem2d y_offset in cm (float)
Large object osem2d zoom (float)
Arc correction applied to data set (integer)
Number of singles rates in subheader (integer)
Subject glucose level (string)
Subject glucose level measurement time (string)

